







Tethered balloon operation for wintering aerosol measurements
in the lower troposphere at Syowa Station, Antarctica
Keiichiro Hara+, Kazuo Osada, and Takashi Yamanouchi-
 ,**0! 1" -+#$%; ,**0! +*" ,1#$&'
Abstract: The .0th Japanese Antarctic Research Expedition (JARE-.0) carried
out twenty seven tethered-balloon-borne aerosol measurements at Syowa Station for
better understanding of aerosol chemical and physical properties in the lower tropo-
sphere from 0th January ,**/ until ++ December ,**/. This report summarizes the
plan, preparation, ﬁeld activities and some troubles/problems in the tethered-balloon
observations.
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Fig. +. Frequency (in days of occurrence) of each mean wind speed at Syowa Station in every
month during +33.,**. (from “Antarctic meteorological data obtained through the
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Fig. .. Diurnal variation of wind speed on surface at Syowa Station during +33.,**. (from “Antarctic
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Fig. /. Line maker attached to winch line
(photo by T. Sato, JARE-.0).
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Fig. 3. Transport procedure of tethered balloon from the hanger
to C heliport (photo by Y. Hasegawa, JARE-.0).
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